
Balavidyalaya Site Visit 2021

Date: July 29, 2021

Site Location: Balavidyalaya School for Young Deaf Children and Institute for

Teacher Training, Shastri Nagar, Chennai

Site Visitors -

Asha for Education: Advait Deepak, Anitha Thyagarajan, Ganesh Murthy, V. Subash

Balavidyalaya: Dr. Valli, Teacher Devi, Dr. Meera

Zoom Meeting 1: BV ASHA meeting 19 Jul 21.mp4

Zoom Meeting 2: Asha - Mgmt.mp4

Background

Balavidyalaya is a school located in Shastri Nagar, Chennai, Tamil Nadu. It provides

training for young deaf children and some older children. They attempt to break the

barriers that deaf children could have in society through multiple years of

training/teaching. Because of the recent pandemic, the school has resorted to distance

learning which led the conversation to be based on the hardships that school has faced

during these times.

Site Visit Details

The recent pandemic has had a big impact on Balavidyalaya. Due to COVID, the

school has resorted to distance learning since in-person learning is deemed to be

unsafe. This is bad because face to face contact is essential for the growth of the

children but sadly Balavidyalaya does not have that option. Parents go to the school to

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GPcFcWVL7m9moqA9DjtL1NQRS_3Lf5Qv/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d0RZZmLQdFgnOuf202ZzBX-tKXBcudGV/view?usp=drive_web


pick up supplies like various books and take them back home to teach the kids.

Unfortunately, kids that live far away don’t have the ability to do that so they are

given phones in order to hopefully continue their education. Although Asha for

Education cannot directly give phones to Balavidyalaya, we could have a portion of

our budget be for phones that Balavidyalaya could use for their students. We can also

encourage locals or even people in our community to donate old phones or some

money to this cause. During the site visit, we met 2 students, Tanshu (0-3 years) and

Mohammed (4-5 years). In order to show what they had learned, the kids would be

told by the teachers to do something and the kids would be expected to do it with the

help of their parents. Some activities included, reading a book, throwing a ball,

organizing colors, etc. Although it seemed like Tanshu knew what was going on, he

struggled in some activities which his mother said was a rare occurrence. His teacher

explained that Tanshu requires a lot of face to face contact in order to learn, especially

since he is a toddler, which has affected his learning. Since Tanshu is only able to

learn through zoom meetings, it has put a lot of weight on the parents to help him

learn since the teacher physically cannot do much. Mohammed did amazing though.

He seemed to enjoy talking with the teachers and he listened to the teachers very well.

He even spoke very good English for his age although the pronunciation was

sometimes off. He proudly recited nursery rhymes, some which he had even

memorized.

Conclusion



Balavidyalaya resorted to distance learning during the pandemic which has brought its

own struggles. First, the absence of in-person learning has made it harder for kids to

learn. Also, many families aren’t necessarily getting the needed supplies for learning

which is making it harder on them. We also saw two kids in a classroom setting and

while one kid was doing great, another showed the difficulty of online classes. Finally,

students will benefit by receiving the necessary devices such as phones in order to

continue their education. Based on our assessment of the health of the school, we feel

comfortable to go forward with the funding for the 2021-2022 year.


